The prime ideals of WF, the Witt ring of a field F of characteristic not 2, are well known. If CI denotes an ordering of F and p an odd prime, the prime ideals are: P(a)= {qE WFI sgn,q=O} P(a,p)= {qE WFI sgn,qrO
The basic motivation for the study or primary ideals is a classical result in commutative algebra: For a noetherian ring, every ideal is a finite intersection of primary ideals (called a primary decomposition of the ideal). For Witt rings a stronger result holds. Every ideal of WF has a primary decomposition if and only if F has only finitely many orderings and finite height. This includes many non-noetherian Witt rings, such as the Witt rings of global fields.
In the last two sections of this paper we study the consequences of having a primary decomposition for every ideal in WF. We find conditions equivalent to unique factorization of odd-dimensional forms, an ideal theoretic characterization of SAP and results on when an ideal Z equals ann(ann(Z)).
All of our results are proven with only elementary techniques. In particular, all of the results hold in a more general setting. For example, they hold for the abstract Witt rings defined in [ll] .
The notation and terminology of [lo] will be used. Thus, F is a field of characteristic not 2. For all but the first two results, F is also assumed to be formally real. X, denotes the set of orderings on F. W, F denotes the ideal of torsion quadratic forms in WF. The height of F, h(F), is defined as follows: h(F) = 2" where m = min { k E Z 1 2k. W, F = 0} if such an integer m exists, otherwise h(F) = co.
For an integer m we will write simply m for the form m * ( 1). A form q is totally indefinite if lsgn, q) -C dim q for all a E X,. The field F is SAP if for every subset S c X,, clopen in the Harrison topology, there exists an e E F such that e > a 0 iff a E S (cf. [4] ).
Let Z be a primary ideal in a commutative ring R. Then JI=Ir~RIr"~Z,forsomen~l)isaprimeidealandifJI=P,wesayZ is a P-primary ideal. Let Z and J be any ideals in R. The ideal quotient of Z and J is (I: J)= {rcR I rJcZ} and the annihilator of Z is arm(Z)= {rER 1 rZ=O). (1) WF is n -stable (i.e., I"F= 2. P"-'F), for some n. Hence r"F= 2 ' I"'~ 'F and WF is m-stable.
PRIMARY IDEALS OF
Remark. Examples of fields which are n-stable (for some n) include algebraic extensions of Q, fields of finite transcendence degree over R and fields with a finite number of square classes [4, pp. 1177-11781. LEMMA 1.4. Let Jc WF be an ideal, p. an odd prime and CI E X,. Then J is P(a, p)-primary iff J= P(a, pi) for some i 3 1.
Proof (t ) Let s: WF -+ Z/p?? be the homomorphism given by s(q) = sgn,(q) +p'Z. Then ker(s) = P(a, pi) and WF/P(a, p') = Z/p% Thus every zero divisor of WF/P(cr, pi) is nilpotent. Hence P(a,p') is primary. Clearly dm = P(a, p). (-+) We begin with the following Claim. P(a) c J. P(a) is generated by forms (1, -a) where a > a 0. So choose a E F with a>.O.
We show (1, -a)EJ.
Now consider the sequence of homomorphisms
where t(n) = n. ( 1) + P(a) and, using the Claim, n is the projection. Since t is an isomorphism (the inverse of sgn,: WF/P(c() + Z) the composition ~0 t is surjective. Hence WF/JrZ/mZ for some m. Further p. ( 1) E P(or, p) and &= P(a, p) imply that pk E J for some k. Thus n 0 t(pk) = 0 and pk E mZ. Hence m =pi, for some i. Note that pin J. We have WF/Jr Z/p%? z WF/P(a, pi) (the second isomorphism is shown in the first paragraph of this proof). Lastly, P(cl, pi) = (p'( 1)) + P(a) c J and so J= P(a, pi). LEMMA 1.5. Let JC WF be an ideal and a E X,. Then J is P(u)-primary iff J= P(a).
Proof. Clearly P(m) is P(a)-primary.
Assume J is P(a)-primary. We have JC fi = P(a). Suppose J # P(a). Then there exists a E P such that a >,O and (1, -a)#J. Now (1, -a)EP(a) so (1, -a)"EJfor some m. Thus (1, -a)"=2"-'.
(1, -a)EJ. Since (1, -a)$5 we obtain 2k E JC P(a) for some k. But this is impossible.
We summarize these results in: THEOREM 1.6. The primary ideals of WF are:
( 1) P(a), for some tx E X,.
(2) P(a,p'), for some aE X,, p an odd prime and i> 1. The ideal of type (1) (3) If Z'(a) E ass(Z) then clearly Z is contained in some P(a)-primary ideal, so Zc P(E) by (1.6). So assume Zc P(a). Suppose P(a) 4 ass(Z). Using (1.6) we see that
where CI $ R, R, S c X, are finite, S, is a finite set of odd primes for each y, i(y, p) 2 1 for each y and p E S, and Q is IF-primary (or WF). Let ml = llyeS KIp.s,~ iO',p). By (1.1) we can find a m, such that 2"2 E Q.
Set m = 2"=. ml. Since tl$ R, for each j? E R we can find an xB E F such that xg >,O and xB <,O. Set q=m. fl (1,~~).
BER
Then clearly q is in the right side of (*), hence q E Z. But sgn, q # 0, contradicting the assumption that Zc Z'(a).
Remark. The conclusion of (2) (1) V&=P(a)orP(a,~),f or some a E X,, p an odd prime, then Qi is uniquely determined-i.e., Qi appears in every reduced primary decomposition of I.
(2) All the Qi are uniquely determined if either Z Q? P(a) for any acX,or 2k.x#Zfor any x#Zandk.
Proof
We need only show ,/& is minimal in ass(Z), by the standard uniqueness theorem. P(a), a minimal prime, is clearly minimal in ass(Z). Suppose P(a,p) is not minimal in ass(Z). Then P(a)E ass(Z) also. Using (1.6) we can assume Q, = P(a,p') for some i> 1 and Q2 = P(a). But then nf=2QicP(a)cQ1, a contradiction since n;= 1 Qi is reduced. Hence if P(a, p) E ass(Z) it is minimal there.
(2) We prove the contrapositive. Suppose some of the Qi are not uniquely determined. Then ass(Z) contains a prime not minimal in ass(Z). By (1) this can only occur if IF and P(a) are in ass(Z), for some a E X,. Thus Zc P(a) and 2k-~~Z, for some k and x$Z, by (1.7).
PRIMARY DECOMPOSITION
We begin with two simple Lemmas: LEMMA 2.1. Let write x=b+c with bEB, CEC. Now c=x-6, where XEA and bEBcA, hence cEAnCcB. Thus x=b+ceB.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose )X,1 = m + 1. Then for all a E X, there exists a form pI such that sgn, p, = 2" and sgnp pa = 0 for all orderings fl# a.
Proof
Fix a E X,. For each of the m orderings /I distinct from a, we may find asEFsuch that aa ~~0 and as >.O. Set pm=&,, (l,as). To simplify notation in the following proof we define for a E X,, n E E: P(a, 0) = P(a), P(a, 1) = WF, P(a, n) = nj P(a, pj), where Jnl= npj, pi's distinct primes. Let I be a (proper) ideal of WF. Let X,= {aO,..., cr,} and suppose h(F) d 2k. Now for each iE {O,..., m}, Ai = {sgn,; 4) 4 E Z} is an ideal in Z: let its generator be 2'?zi, where ri> 0 and ni is odd or zero. Choose 4; E Z such that sgn,,#; = 2'n,. Let r = max{ ri 10 < i 6 m} and set & = 2'-'lqs;.
We will show Z= fi P(a,, n,)n (I+ 2k+m+r).
i=O (*I
Note that this intersection is finite.
If q E Z then for each i E {O,..., m}, sgn, q E Ai = (2'wi). Thus q E P(ai, ni) and Z is contained in the right-hand side of (*).
It suffices to show nyso P(ai, n,)n (2kfm+') c Z to finish, by (2.1).
Let qEn~=oP(a,ni)n(2k+m+r).
Write q=2k+m+rqo, with some form qo. Now for each iE (O,..., m} sgn, q is zero or divisible by n,. Since sgnajq=2k+m+r sgn, q. and ni is odd (or zero) we have sgn,;q, = nisi, for some integer si. We can find, by (2.2), for each iE {O,..., m} a form pi such that sgnmi pi = 2" and sgn, pi = 0 if i #j. Set 4 = lYo s,P,~~. Note 4 E Z, since each bi E I.
By the construction of the bi, we have sgn,,~=2'+"sini, for each ie CO,..., m}. Thus 2 r+mqo-dE y;F. Then q-2k#=2k(2'+mqo-~)=0, since h(F) < 2k. Hence q E I.
(-) Here we assume every ideal in WF is decomposable. Suppose X, is infinite. Consider the torsion ideal W, E F; it is a finite intersection of primary ideals. We may assume no primary ideal of the form P(LY, pi), where a E X,, p an odd prime and i 2 1, occurs in this intersection since W, Fc P(a) c P(a, pi). Thus, using (1.6), we have W,F= n P(a)nQ UEA where A c X, is finite and Q is IF-primary or WF. Now 2' E Q for some r, by (1.1). And since X, is infinite, we can find y E X,--A. For each a E A choose acr E F such that a, < cL 0 and uor > y 0. Set P=2'n,,A <La,>.
Then vfLA P(a)n Q = WJ But sgn, p #O, a contradiction.
Lastly, suppose X, is finite and h(F) is infinite. Choose a non-zero form q E W,F and consider the principal ideal (q). Clearly (q) c P(a), for all aeXF. Using (1.6) again we may assume we have a primary decomposition:
with Q IF-primary or WF. Now q is torsion so 2"q = 0 for some m. And Q contains the ideals (q) and (2k), for some k, by (1.1). We may assume k>m. Thus:
In particular, W,Fn(2k)=2kWtFc(q).
Now since h(F) is infinite, there exists q. E W,F such that 22kq, #O. But 2kq, E 2k W, Fc (q), so 2kq, = qql, for some form q,. Since k 3 m we have: 22kq, = (2kq) q, = 0, a contradiction.
Remarks.
(1) The conditions that X, be finite and that h(F) be finite are independent.
For example, the field R( (t , ))( ( t2)) . . . ((t,) ) . . . is Pythagorean, and so has height 0, while it has infinitely many orderings. And in [2] Brocker had constructed a field with a unique ordering but infinite height.
(2) Examples of fields with X, and h(F) finite include: fields with only finitely many square classes, and global fields.
(3) As mentioned, if F has only finitely many square classes, (2.3) applies. But in this case WF is noetherian [lo, p. 411 and the conclusion of (2.3) is classical ring theory. In particular, in this case, the proof that every ideal is decomposable does not require Pfister's local-global principle (while the proof above does). This is of some interest as the existence of a primary decompositon for W, F implies Pfister's local-global principle. Namely, since W, Fc P(a) for all a E X,, a primary decomposition of W We review a necessary and sufficient condition on a commutative ring R to ensure every ideal is decomposable, due to Krull [9] (cf. [ 1, p. 57, Exercise 181). For Z a proper ideal and P a prime ideal of R, we set S, = R -P and S,(Z) = (SF 'I) n R. Then every ideal of R is decomposable iff the following two conditions hold:
(Ll ) For an ideal Z and prime ideal P there exists an x E S, such S,(Z) = (I: x). From now on F always has finite height and only finitely many orderings. COROLLARY 2.7. Let WF be n-stable, for some n. Let qE WF be such that for all CI E X,, sgn, q is 0 or a 2-power (e.g., Pfister forms, goodforms of height 2, cf [6] ). Suppose further that S = {a E X,1 sgn, q = 0} # fa. Then there exists m such that if 4 E r"F satisfies sgn, 4 = 0 for a E S, then q 14.
Proof It is easy to see that a reduced primary decomposition for Z= (q) is Z= n P(cr)n(Z+r"F) 2e.T for some m. Namely, the condition on the signatures of q implies ZC P(cl,p') for some a E X,, odd prime and ia 1, iff ZC P(a) iff P(a)Eass(Z), by (1.7). And any IF-primary ideal in a decomposition must contain Z and Z"'F, for some m, by (1.3). Thus r)..,P(a)nP"FcZ. That is, for I,~E~"F, if ~En..sP(a) then de(q)=I. 
As in the proof of (2.8) we have IF+ ass(l). Thus, using (1.6), Z must be the intersection of ideals of the form P(a) or P(a, pi), with c( E X,, p an odd prime and i > 1. All such ideals contain W, F. Thus W, F c I. COROLLARY 2.10. Let q1 and q2 be odd-dimensional forms such that q1 -q2 E WJ. Then (41) = (42).
Proof:
We have sgn, q1 = sgn, q2 for all u E X,. Thus q1 E P(cY, pi) iff q2 E P(a, pi), where a E X,, p an odd prime and i > 1. Since q1 and q2 are odd dimensional, neither lies in IF or any P(a), a E X,. Applying (1.6) and (2.3) yields (41) = n PC% Pi) = (q*), the intersection taken over some finite collection of primary ideals of the form P(a, pi). COROLLARY 2.11. Let p1 and p2 be n-fold Pfister forms such that D(p;)= D(p;). Then p;=p;q, with q a unit in WF.
Proof
First note that for tl E X,, and a Pfister form ( (a, ,..., a,) ), the signature sgn, ( (a, ,..., a,, ) ) is 0 unless ai > a 0, i = l,..., n, in which case it is 2". Let p1 = ((a 1 ,. .., a, > > and p2 = ( (6 ,..., 4, > >. Then D(P;) = D(P;) implies all ai > a 0 iff all bj > r 0. Hence pi -pi E W, F and the result follows from (2.10).
Remark. It remains an open question whether the hypothesis of (2.11) in fact implies p 1 N p2.
IDEALS CONTAINING AN ODD-DIMENSIONAL FORM
We continue to assume F is a formally real field with only finitely many orderings and finite height. Thus every ideal is decomposable (2.3). If Z is an ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form then its primary decomposition is particularly simple. Namely, Z is not contained in any P(a), CI E X,, nor in any IF-primary ideal. Hence Z is a finite intersection of ideals of the form P(cr, pi), with CI E X,, p an odd prime and i> 1. Moreover, the reduced primary decomposition is uniquely determined by Z (1.8) .
To analyze such ideals further, we start with an easy computation: THEOREM 3.1. The following are equivalent:
( 1) P( a, 3) is principal for all a E X,.
(2) For every a E X, there is a form q over F such that sgn, q = 3 and sgnB q = -1, for all orderings /? # a.
(3) For every a E X, there is a form q over F such that sgn, q = 4 and sgns q = 0, for all orderings p # a.
(4) Every ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form is principal.
Zf any of these conditions hold then there is unique factorization into irreducibles for odd-dimensional forms.
Proof
The standard proof showing a principal ideal domain has unique factorization also shows (4) implies the last statement. We need only show (l)+(2)+(3)+(4).
(1) + (2) Now sgn,(P(a, 3)) = 32, so there is a generator q in P(a, 3) with sgn, q = 3. By [lo, p. 2461 if /l# a we have P(a, 3) + P(B) = WF, Applying sgnp yields sgnp P(a, 3) = sgn&q WF) = Z. Hence sgnP q = f 1.
Let q= (a,,..., azn+, ) and let e = (-1)" det(q). Then sgnB q = sgns e by [8, p. 1531 . And sgn, q = 3 implies sgn, e = (-l)"( -l)'-' = -1. Hence sgn,( -eq) = 3 and sgna( -eq) = -1 for every ordering B # a.
(2) + (3) If qol is a form satisfying condition (2) then q,l (1) satisfies condition (3 ). As remarked at the start of this section, it s&ices to show n, P(a, pi) = .Z is principal, where Z is a finite collection of pairs (a, pi), with a E X,, p an odd prime and i 2 1. Now set n, = lJCa,p,jE ,pi, with n, = 1 if the product is empty, and set P(a, 1) = WF. Then .Z= n,, XF P(a, n,).
Claim. It suffices to show there exists a form q such that Isgn, q) =nar, for all aEXF.
Namely, for such a q, (q) c n,, xF P(a, n,) = .Z. And the only primary ideals containing q are the P(a, pi) with (a,#) E Z, and ideals containing these. Since the primary decomposition of (q) will be an intersection of some of the primary ideals containing q, we have J= (q).
Let n=C,.,,n,; note n 2 I + 2, where r = 1X,1. We use induction on n to prove there exists a form q satisfying Isgn, q/ = n,, for all a E X,.
Suppose n = r + 2. Then exactly one n, is 3 and the rest are 1. That is, J= P(a, 3). Then qa is the desired form.
Suppose n > r + 2. There are two cases: Case 1. For some a, nor > 5. Set J,, = P(a, n, -4) n OS + oL P(j?, ns). By induction, J,, = (qo) where lsgns qol is n, -4 if /? = a, and ng otherwise. Set e = f 1 according as sgn, q. = + (n, -4). Then q = q. I e4, is the desired form.
Case 2. For all a, n, < 3. Then at least two n,'s, say, n, and nS, are 3. Set Jo = P(a, 1) n P(j?, 1) n n y zor,p P(y, n,). By induction, .Z,, = (qo) where Isgn, q,,l is 1 if y = a or j3 and is n, for y #a, j?.
For each ycXF, set e, = (sgn, qO)/lsgn, q,,l. Note that we may assume eb,=eg=l.
Namely, multiply q,, by (-1) Thus Isgn, qj = n,,, for all y E X,, as required. COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose 13F is torsion-free. Then WF is 2-stable (i.e., 13F= 212F) iff every ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form is principal.
Proof: Is WF is 2-stable the result follows from (3.1) and [4, 3.73 . Now suppose every ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form is principal. By (3.1) we have, for each CI E X,, a form q, such that sgn, qcr = 4 and sgnp qor = 0 for all orderings p # ~1.
Claim. We may assume 9% E Z'F, for all c1 E X,. Remarks. (1) Global fields and R((t,))((t,)) are examples of 2-stable fields with Z3F torsion-free. Hence for these fields every ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form is principal. However, F= llJ((t,))((t,))((t,)) has Z3F torsion-free but WF is not 2-stable. So there is some ideal containing an odd-dimensional form which is not principal. Indeed, the ideal generated by (1, 1, t,) and (1, t,, t2 t3) is not principal.
We sketch a proof of this last statement. If the ideal generated by (1, 1, tr) and (1, t,, t2t3) is principal then there exist forms 4, tjr, e2 such that (1, 17 t1>=&1 and (19 t2, t2t3) =d$2.
A simple computation with each of the eight orderings on F shows the signature of 4 is + 1 except at the ordering with t,, t,, t, > 0, where the signature is f3. We may write with niE E. Computing each of the eight signatures of 4 yields An = 6, where A is an 8 x 8 matrix with entries + 1, fir= (n,, n2 ,..., n,), 6'=(+3, &-1, +1,..., ) 1). By explicitly finding A -' one shows there is no solution fi with all entries integral.
(2) It is quite possible for a field F to have every ideal containing an odd-dimensional form be principal and for Z3F to contain non-zero torsion.
For example, F= Q( (t)) is SAP, hence condition (3.1)(3) holds (see below). But Z3F is not torsion-free.
We now turn to SAP fields (see [4] for basic results on SAP). We begin with the DEFINITION. For c1 E X,, an element a E F is an u-element if a > B 0 iff fi=a.
The existence of a-elements, for all a E X,, is WAP [4, 1.51 which in our case, since 1X,1 is finite, is trivially (and, in any case, always is [4] ) equivalent to SAP. Also note if a is an a-element and q = (1, 1, a, a) then sgn, q= 4 and sgns q=O for all orderings p# a. Thus SAP fields always satisfy (3.1)(3). In particular every ideal containing an odd-dimensional form is principal. This can be strengthened to: THEOREM 3.3. F is SAP iff every ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form is principal and generated by a form which is not totally indefinite.
(-) Let Z be an ideal of WF containing an odd-dimensional form. We know Z= (q), for some (odd-dimensional) q by (3.1). There exists a form q' such that q-q'E W,F and q' is not totally indefinite [13, 2.1, 2.31. Then Z= (q) = (q') by (2.10).
(c ) Fix an a E X,. We need to show there is an a-element. By (3.1), for each j? E X, there is a qs E WF with sgns qs = 3 and sgn, qs = -1, for every odering y # /I. Let q = J&, a qs and Z= (q). Then sgn, q = f 1 and sgns q = f 3 for every ordering /I # a. Let q,, be a not totally indefinite form generating I. We have q,, = uq, with u a unit in WF; in particular sgnp u= + 1 for all /?EX~ [lo, p. 2481. Hence q0 = (e,f, g>. Let q1 = e-'q, = (1, a, a'). Clearly sgn, q1 = f 1 and sgns q1 = 3 for every ordering B # a. Thus -a or a' is an a-element.
Remark. Notice that the last part of the proof of (3.3) holds without assuming finite height and is independent of primary decomposition, needing only /X,1 finite.
In the following corollary we use the generalized u-invariant (not that of [lo]), namely, u(F) = sup(dim q 1 q E W,F and q anisotropic). B is a principal ideal generated by an odd-dimensional form which is not totally indefinite, C contains 2k, for some k.
If u(F) < 00 also, then C contains IkF, for some k.
Proof. Z is decomposable, so I= n Qi, the intersection of finitely many primary ideals. Referring to (1.6), we let A be the intersection of the Q;s of type P(a), CI E X,; let B be the intersection of the Q;s of type P(a, pi), tl E X,, p an odd prime and i 2 1; let C be the intersection of the ZFprimary Q;s. Then A is a I-Pfister ideal by [S, 6.51. B is principal and generated by a form not totally indefinite, by (3.3). And C contains 2k for some k, by ( 1.1).
Lastly, suppose also that u(F) is finite; say, u(F) < 2"-'. Let P = ((a, ,..., a,) ) be a non-zero n-fold Plister form. Since F is SAP there is an eEP with {aEXFIsgnaai=l,i=l,...,n}={aEX,Isgn,e=l) so that for all BE X, we have sgnsp = sgns 2np'( (e)). Thus p-2"+'((e))E W,FnI"F=O.
H ence p = 20, with 0 an (n -1)-fold Ptister form. Then Z"F= 2Z'-'F and WF is n-stable. So C contains ZkF, for some k, by (1.3).
ANNIHILATORS OF IDEALS
Again we are assuming F is formally real with only finitely many orderings and finite height. The basic question here is: For which ideals Zc WF does ann(ann(Z)) = I? We always have Zc ann(ann(Z)). LEMMA 4.1. For aZ1 a E X,, ann(ann(P(a))) = P(a). ProsI: Suppose, if possible, that q E ann( ann( P( a))) -P(a). Since q. ann(P(cl)) = 0 E P(u), we have ann(P(a)) c P(a). Now for each ordering B#% choose asEF such that US <PO and aS >.O. Set p = 2k I&,, (1, aa) , where 2k > h(F) (if X,= {II}, take p = 2k). Then for all f#~ E P(a), q5n,=.
(1,aa)E W,F and so 1$p=0. Thus p E ann(P(cl)) c P(a). But sgn, p = 2", some m, a contradiction. COROLLARY 4.2. Let Zc WF be an ideal. Then for every c1 E X,, P(a) is an associated prime divisor of I iff it is of ann(a(Z)).
ProoJ: We need to show Zc P(a) iff ann(ann(Z))c P(E) by (1.7). Now zc P(cf) implies ann(P(cr)) c arm(Z) and ann(ann(Z)) c
